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setup(name='pyCologne', description='Python User Group Köln')
What do you do, if you're new in town, a jobless software developer and a Python fan?
Right, you set up a local Python User Group. That's at least how it worked out for me when,
last fall, I suggested a meeting of Python enthusiasts at a local Linux fair and nine other
like-minded people showed up on the spot. Thus the Python User Group Cologne, quickly
afterwards dubbed *pyCologne*, was born and we've had regular meetings every month
since  then.
For those readers unfamiliar with Germany, the city of Cologne (the proper German name is
"Köln"), is by number of inhabitants the fourth biggest city in Germany, with just over one
million citizens. It has a strong industrial tradition, being to the south-west of the highly
industrialized and populated area of the "Ruhrgebiet". Today it has a strong footing in the
tertiary sector, with the media (tv) and design industry being major sources of employment.
I'll  give you some more information about Cologne and its  sights later,  let  me tell  you
something more about our group first.
def pyCologne():
Given  Cologne's  geek-friendly  environment  and  a  large  university,  it  is  perhaps  not
surprising that our group's meetings were able to attract 15-18 people each time so far and
that there are about 50 subscriptions to our mailing list4. We have no explicit membership
but there is a "core" of about 8-10 people who show up at every meeting. Since the group is
still rather young, it remains to be seen how things will develop in future.
As  things  stand  now,  pyCologne  meets  on  the  second  Wednesday  every  month.  Our
meetings begin with a "business" part with one or two presentations or discussions and last
about two hours as the content always leads to more discussions. After the official part, we
usually head off to a pub for food, drinks, and friendly conversation.
4 https://lists.uni-koeln.de/mailman/listinfo/python-users
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x.get_interests() for x in pyCologne.items()
There  are  indeed  plenty  of  interesting,  Python-related  topics  to  talk  about,  since  the
members of our group use Python for an astonishingly wide area of applications. Some are
directly involved in developing software professionally that makes use of Python in one way
or another, others just use it as a tool for internal purposes. I'll mention just a few fields
where our members employ Python (I could easily list a dozen more):




! Financial transaction systems in the banking business
! Zope and Plone
! Personal tools and system administration
There are also a few of us who have little or no programming experience and want to find
out more. Though it is true that Python is still relatively little known in Germany, interest in
it is developing fast. The past months have seen the founding of several other German
PUGs besides pyCologne. Some well-established projects from the Python world were also
founded by German developers, for example the MoinMoin wiki system5 (which also drives
the  official  Python  wiki6)  and  Stackless  Python7,  an  implementation  of  the  Python
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Cologne.__doc__
Cologne is not far from the
Neanderthal,  near
Düsseldorf,  where  the
famous  remains  of  the
Homo  neanderthalensis
were found,  the  species  of
Homo  which  inhabited
Europe  prior  to  Homo
sapiens. People have been
living  in  the  area  besides
the river Rhein since then –
a rather long time. Cologne
itself  got  its  name  from  a
Roman settlement, Colonia
Claudia  Ara  Agrippinen-
sium,  that  was  founded
around  40  AD  –  which
makes it one of the oldest,
continually  inhabited  cities
in Germany.
Though  much  of  the  city
center  of  Cologne  was
destroyed in World War II –
a  fate  that  Cologne shares
with most German cities - a good part of the old town was preserved or rebuilt and is now a
favourite tourist haunt. The inner town is dominated by Cologne's landmark -- the  Dom
(Cathedral) with its twin spires, work on which was begun in 1248 and finally finished in
1880.  It  is  the tallest  gothic church in the world and can be seen for  miles.  The city's
citizens are rightly proud of this historic building.
Kölsch, the local  beer variety,  can be found in all  restaurants and bars in and around
Cologne. It is a clear, yellow-colored, top-fermenting beer and is served in small beaker-like
glasses, where the beer stays cold and fresh. When going out for a drink in Cologne, it is
easy to rub shoulders and have a chit-chat with the locals, who are said to have a friendly,
out-going nature.
finally:
Meeting many other people who like Python is a fun and interesting experience and we are
always interested in hearing from others sharing our interest in all things Pythonic. Whether
you live in the region or you are just staying here on a business or holiday trip, why don't
you check out our website on the German Python wiki8 [6]_ and see when we have our next
meeting? The website also has slides and examples from the presentations given at past
meetings and some more photographs. If you have your own Python user group and you
want to share experiences, we would love to hear from you as well, wherever you are!
And, by the way, in case you wondered, thanks to the many contacts made via our group, I
am now working as a freelancing Python software developer...
To find more information, or to contact members of PyCologne, visit
http://wiki.python.de/pyCologne
8  http://wiki.python.de/pyCologne
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